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Abstract—This paper presents a basis function selection
technique of a frequency-domain Hammerstein digital self-
interference canceller for in-band full-duplex communications.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the nonlinear self-
interference signal is theoretically analyzed in detail, and a
nonlinear self-interference PSD estimation method is developed.
The proposed selection technique decides on the basis functions
necessary for cancellation and relaxes the computational cost
of the frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller based on the
estimated PSD of the self-interference of each basis function.
Furthermore, the convergence performance of the canceller
is improved by the proposed selection technique. Simulation
results are then presented, showing that the proposed technique
can achieve similar cancellation performance compared with
the original frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller and a
time-domain nonlinear canceller. Additionally, it is shown that
the proposed technique improves the computational cost and
the convergence performance of the original frequency-domain
Hammerstein canceller.

Index Terms—Full-duplex radio, self interference, digital can-
cellation, Hammerstein model.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years there has been a growing interest in in-
band full-duplex communication systems that involve trans-

mission and reception at the same time and at the same
frequency. In theory, full-duplex systems can achieve double
the spectral utilization efficiency of conventional half-duplex
systems [1]. However, the capacity of full-duplex systems
is disturbed by the self-interference caused by simultaneous
transmission and reception. To realize a full-duplex system
with high spectral efficiency, self-interference cancellation
techniques are necessary, and they have been developed in
the analog radio frequency (RF) domain, the analog baseband
domain, and the digital baseband domain [2].

A. Review of previous research: Analog cancellation

In general, full-duplex systems can be classified into a
shared antenna structure [3] and a two-antenna structure [4]. In
a shared antenna structure, the isolation between the transmit-
ter and receiver chain depends on the isolation of the circulator,
which can be upwards of 20 dB. In contrast, a two-antenna
structure can achieve an isolation of 30 dB – 50 dB, depending
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on the separation distance between the antenna, the direction,
and polarization of the antenna [5]. In this paper, we design a
self-interference canceller that can be used in either a shared
antenna or a two-antenna structure.

Even though attenuation by the antenna is taken into ac-
count, self interference still has significant power to satu-
rate the receiver. To avoid receiver saturation, an RF self-
interference canceller is used to reduce the power of the self
interference. RF self-interference cancellation techniques have
been studied in [1], [3], [4], [6]–[12]. Especially, there are
numerous actual experiment reports about the delay-line RF
canceller [1], [3], [4], [6], [7], [9], [12]. Thus, in this paper, we
assume that the transceiver uses a delay-line canceller as an
RF self-interference canceller. The delay-line self-interference
canceller is composed of several passive elements such as
variable attenuators, phase shifters, and delay lines.

B. Review of previous research: Digital cancellation

A digital self-interference canceller, which is the final stage
of cancellation, is used to adapt to varying wireless channels,
and it is necessary to eliminate long delayed and remained
self-interference signals. Conventional digital self-interference
cancellers can be classified into three categories: time-domain
cancellers, frequency-domain cancellers, reference receiver
cancellers, and spatial-domain cancellers.

Time-domain digital self-interference cancellers [3], [7],
[11]–[16] estimate the self-interference channel, and the self
interference is canceled using the estimated channel and the
known transmitted signal. In [3], [7], [12]–[16], it is shown
that the IQ imbalance of IQ mixers and power-amplifier (PA)
nonlinear distortion are serious problems for digital cancella-
tion, and, consequently, nonlinear self-interference cancellers
are proposed. A similar idea to nonlinear self-interference
cancellers has been studied in the field of acoustic echo can-
cellation [17], [18]. Time-domain nonlinear cancellers assume
the self-interference channel including the transceiver path
to be a parallel Hammerstein model, and they have high
cancellation characteristics with high computational cost. For
example, the least mean squares (LMS) and the recursive
least squares (RLS) algorithms for the augmented nonlinear
digital canceller [15] need computational costs of O(P 2N)
and O(P 4N2), respectively, where P is the highest nonlin-
earity order of the canceller, and N is the number of the
taps of each branched finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
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Furthermore, they overestimate nonlinear characteristics even
when the power of the self-interference is lower than the noise
power because the highest nonlinearity order P is determined
so that self-interference can be removed, in the worst case,
during the design stage.

Conventional frequency-domain digital self-interference
cancellers [4], [19]–[22] estimate the frequency response of
the self-interference channel in the frequency domain, and they
offer lower computational cost than time-domain cancellers
by using fast Fourier transform (FFT). However, they have
less flexibility than the time-domain cancellers because they
cannot be used with well-known adaptive algorithms such
as LMS and RLS, and in [19] the nonlinear coefficients
of the PA are estimated by time-domain signal processing.
Also, conventional frequency-domain cancellers have several
difficulties.
• The performance of the frequency-domain cancellation is

degraded when the symbol timing of the desired signal
and the self-interference signal are not synchronized [21].

• To avoid the degradation by the symbol timing offset, we
have to apply self-interference cancellation on the time
domain even though the parameter estimation process is
performed on the frequency domain, as in [22].

• When pure OFDM symbols are used for the parameter
estimation, the frequency response can be estimated only
at the frequency where the subcarriers exist. It may cause
degradation of time-domain cancellation performance,
which can be found in results of [22] because we have
to estimate the effect of discontinuities between symbols
which yield the sidelobe of the spectra.

The other category is a canceller based on a reference
receiver [23]–[25]. They achieve nonlinear self-interference
cancellation with low computational cost and simple algo-
rithms. However, they need an additional auxiliary receiver,
and the receiver non-linearities are still to be compensated
with it.

On multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) full-duplex
systems, many papers study spatial-domain cancellation which
utilize extra spatial dimensions to cancel self-interference and
decode the desired signal. A precoding scheme where the
MIMO relay station node optimizes the receive weight matrix
and the transmit precoder matrix for reducing self-interference
can cancel transmitter-side nonlinearity [26]. In [27], the
effect of self-interference is studied theoretically on a massive
MIMO relay station node, and it is mentioned that the self-
interference can be reduced by a zero-forcing receiver with a
great number of transmitting and receiving antennas.

C. Our contributions

Conventional digital self-interference cancellers, which only
use a single transmitter-receiver pair, are not suitable to imple-
ment on an actual transceiver because they can only achieve
high self-interference cancellation at a very high computational
cost. In contrast, we have proposed a novel frequency-domain
Hammerstein canceller which decreases computational cost
by estimating the characteristic of the SI channel on the
frequency domain and using the overlap-save method for

regenerating SI signals [28]. To the best of our knowledge,
the frequency-domain Hammerstein self-interference canceller
is the first digital self-interference canceller which estimates
non-idealities of the IQ mixers and the PA in the frequency-
domain with LMS, RLS, and LS algorithms. However, as with
the time-domain Hammerstein canceller, the basis functions
used for cancellation are determined in advance, but some
of them may be unnecessary when their power is lower
than the noise. In addition, the necessary basis functions for
some subcarriers may not be needed on another subcarrier.
Increasing the number of basis functions leads to an increase
in computational cost and convergence time of training, so it
is better to reduce the number of basis functions.

• In this paper, we introduce a basis function selection
technique for a frequency-domain Hammerstein self-
interference canceller. The proposed selection technique
decides basis functions necessary for cancellation and
relaxes the computational cost of the frequency-domain
Hammerstein canceller based on the power spectral den-
sity of the self interference of each basis function.

• In the proposed technique, only the nonlinear charac-
teristics of the transmitter, which can be regarded as
static, are learned in advance. To prevent degradation of
cancellation performance due to variations in nonlinear
characteristics, they are used for the selection of basis
functions and not for training self-interference channels.

• Since the proposed technique can be used together with
a multi-tap RF canceller, the proposed technique can be
applied for much of the full-duplex hardware studied so
far.

• Detailed equivalent baseband simulations are performed
for verifying the proposed technique, and their results
show that the computational cost of the frequency-domain
Hammerstein canceller decreases as the power of the self
interference decreases. In addition, a canceller with least-
square training achieves faster convergence characteristics
by the proposed selection technique.

Unfortunately, due to specific symbols to train the can-
celler, the frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller will not
be able to track channel variations simultaneously with data
transmission. This problem is still not solved in this paper.
However, when the symbol timing of the desired signal and
the self-interference signal are synchronized, the problem does
not arise because specific training symbols are unnecessary.
Although this problem is very important, we treat it as a future
work in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
a detailed model of the self interference which includes
nonlinearities of the IQ mixers and the power amplifier is pro-
vided. The proposed selection technique with the frequency-
domain Hammerstein self-interference canceller is presented
in Section III. In Section IV, the performance of the proposed
technique under different scenarios is analyzed with equivalent
baseband signal simulations. Finally, this paper is concluded
in Section V.
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Fig. 1. A model of the assumed full-duplex transceiver.

II. SELF-INTERFERENCE SIGNAL MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the full-duplex direct-conversion transceiver
model discussed in this paper. The transceiver consists of a
transmitter and a receiver which have IQ mixers, RF filters,
and amplifiers. For simplicity, we do not consider the desired
signal, and both RF low-pass filters and variable gain am-
plifiers (VGA) have ideal characteristics. In addition, in the
derivation of the mathematical model, we ignore the nonlinear
behaviors of the LNA for simplicity, but we assume them on
simulations. The nonlinear self-interference signal model has
been derived on the time domain in much literature such as
[13], [14], [23]. However, we describe the detailed frequency-
domain representation of the self interference in this section
because we use it to describe our proposed scheme in the next
section.

The transceiver transmits an orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) signal which has NSC subcarriers and
NCP-length cyclic prefix (CP). The digital-domain discrete-
frequency transmit signal is expressed as Xi[k] where i and
k are the symbol index and the subcarrier index, respectively.
The transmit signal Xi[k] is transformed to time-domain signal
x[n] by the OFDM modulator and converted to an analog
baseband signal x(t) by an analog to digital converter (ADC)
and a low pass filter (LPF). The analog baseband signal x(t)
can be expressed as

x(t) =

NSC/2∑
k = −NSC/2

k 6= 0

Xi[k]ej2πk∆ft (t ∈ TS
i ∪TCP

i ), (1)

where TS
i is the i-th symbol duration without CP, and TCP

i is
the i-th CP duration, and ∆f is the frequency interval of each
subcarrier. Then we get the frequency-domain representation
of the analog baseband transmit signal X(f) = F {x(t)},
where F {·} is the operator of the Fourier transform.

A. IQ Mixer

The analog baseband transmit signal X(f) is upconverted
to an RF transmit signal by the IQ mixer of the transmitter. On
an ideal IQ mixer, the output equivalent baseband signal of the
transmitter IQ mixer XIQ(f) is equal to the baseband transmit

signal X(f). Actually, XIQ(f) has a mirror-image component
of X(f) because an actual IQ mixer has imbalances between
the I- and Q-phase carrier signals. The output equivalent
baseband signal of the transmitter IQ mixer XIQ(f) can be
expressed as

XIQ(f) = X(f) + bTXX∗(−f) (2)

where bTX is the frequency-independent imbalance coefficient
of the transmitter IQ mixer, and (·)∗ denotes the complex-
conjugate operation. An indicator of the IQ imbalance is called
image rejection ratio (IRR) [29], and can be defined as

IRRTX =
∣∣bTX

∣∣−2
. (3)

Furthermore, the received self-interference signal Y (f) can
be expressed as

Y (f) = YIQ(f) = YVGA(f) + bRXY ∗VGA(−f), (4)

where bRX is the frequency-independent imbalance coefficient
of the receiver IQ mixer, and Y ∗VGA(f) is the equivalent
baseband signal of the receiver VGA output signal. As with
the transmitter IRR, the receiver IRR is defined as

IRRRX =
∣∣bRX

∣∣−2
. (5)

B. Power Amplifier

The output signal of the transmitter IQ mixer XIQ(f) is
amplified by the VGA and the PA of the transmitter because
the power of XIQ(f) is very low for communication with a
faraway terminal. Unfortunately, nonlinear distortion of the
transmit signal, which is called intermodulation distortion, will
occur by nonlinearities of the PA under high transmission
power. On time domain, the output signal of the PA is
expressed as

xPA(t) = hPA(τ) ∗
( ∞∑
p=1,3,5,···

apxIQ(t) |xIQ(t)|p−1

)

= hPA(τ) ∗
( ∞∑
p=1,3,5,···

p∑
q=0

apcq,p−qx
q(t)(x∗(t))p−q

)
,

(6)
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cp,q =


0 ((p < 0) ∨ (q < 0)),

(bTX)q ((p, q) ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)}),
c′p,q (otherwise),

(7)

c′p,q = cp−1,q−1

(
1 +

∣∣bTX
∣∣2)+ cp−2,q

(
bTX)∗ + cp,q−2b

TX

where hPA(τ), ap, and xIQ(t) are the impulse response of the
PA, the gain of the p-th nonlinear distortion, and the time-
domain representation of XIQ(f), respectively. For simplicity,
we define the following equations,

Ψp,q(f) = F {ψp,q(t)} = F {xp(t) (x∗(t))q} , (8)

P∑
p,q

(·)p,q =

P∑
p=1,3,5,···

p∑
q=0

(·)q,p−q, (9)

where P ∈ N. Thus, the frequency-domain representation of
the PA output signal XPA(f) can be expressed as

XPA(f) = HPA(f)

∞∑
p,q

ap+qcp,qΨp,q(f), (10)

where HPA(f) is the frequency-domain representation of
hPA(τ).

C. Wireless Channel and RF Self-Interference Cancellation

The signal XPA(f) is radiated from the transmitter antenna,
and is received by the receiver antenna of the same terminal as
a strong self interference. The received self-interference signal
YANT(f) can be expressed as

YANT(f) = HSI(f)XPA(f) +Nth(f), (11)

where HSI(f) is the frequency-response of the self-
interference channel, Nth(f) denotes thermal noise. The self-
interference channel can be modeled to be a Rician fading
channel because the receiver antenna is located close to the
transmitter antenna. In [8], it is reported that the Rician factor
of the self-interference channel is 20 dB < K < 40 dB when
the distance between the transmitter antenna and the receiver
antenna is 0.5 meters.

The delay-line RF self-interference canceller is composed
of several passive elements such as variable attenuators, phase
shifters, and delay lines. Therefore, its characteristic can be
modeled as a frequency response HCir(f). The signal after
the RF self-interference cancellation can be expressed as

YAC(f) = {HSI(f)−HCir(f)}XPA(f) +Nth(f), (12)

where the characteristic of HSI(f) − HCir(f) is a strongly
frequency-selective channel, because the RF self-interference
canceller removes the direct wave and short delay waves of
the self-interference signal.

D. Received Self-Interference Signal

The input signal of the receiver IQ mixer can be expressed
as

YVGA(f) =gRX
VGAg

RX
LNA(HSI(f)−HCir(f))XPA(f)

+ gRX
VGAg

RX
LNANth(f) +NLNA(f),

(13)

where gRX
VGA, gRX

LNA, and NLNA(f) are the gain of the receiver
VGA, the gain of the LNA, and the noise generated by the
LNA, respectively. Then the receiver IQ mixer downconverts
the signal YVGA(f) to an analog baseband signal, and the
mirror-image signal of YVGA(f) occurs as shown in (4). There-
fore, the received analog baseband self-interference signal
Y (f) can be expressed as

Y (f) = H(f)

∞∑
p,q

ap+qcp,qΨp,q(f)

+ bRXH∗(−f)

∞∑
p,q

a∗p+qc
∗
p,qΨ

∗
p,q(−f) +N(f),

(14)

H(f) = gRX
VGAg

RX
LNA {HSI(f)−HCir(f)}HPA(f), (15)

N(f) =
{
gRX

VGAg
RX
LNANth(f) +NLNA(f)

}
+ bRX {gRX

VGAg
RX
LNANth(−f) +NLNA(−f)

}∗
.

(16)

In addition, by the relation Ψp,q(f) = Ψ∗q,p(−f), we can
rewrite (14) as

Y (f) =

∞∑
p,q

Hp,q(f)Ψp,q(f) +N(f), (17)

Hp,q(f) = ap+qcp,qH(f) + a∗p+qb
RXc∗q,pH

∗(−f). (18)

From (17), we get a important fact that the received self-
interference signal Y (f) is a linear combination of Ψp,q(f) at
each frequency.

E. Received Subcarriers
In the proposed scheme, we use discrete-frequency domain

signals which can be generated by CP removal and discrete
Fourier transform (DFT). Thus, it is important to check what
kind of signal will occur in the discrete-frequency domain.

The nonlinear distortion signal ψp,q(t) can be expressed
as (19), and we can simplify it as follows:

ψp,q(t) =

(p+q)NSC∑
k=−(p+q)NSC/2

Ψp,q,i[k]ej2πk∆ft (20)

where Ψp,q,i[k] denotes a frequency-domain representation of
the nonlinear distortion signal ψp,q(t). Under an assumption
that the self-interference channel and the RF canceller do
not generate delay signals beyond CPs, the received analog
baseband signal y(t) can be expressed as

y(t) =

∞∑
k=−∞

Yi[k]ej2πk∆ft (t ∈ TS
i ), (21)

Yi[k] =

∞∑
p,q

Hp,q[k]Ψp,q,i[k] +Ni[k], (22)

Hp,q[k] = Hp,q(k∆f) (23)

where Ni[k] is a narrow-band noise for the k-th subcarrier. In
(21) and (22), it is notable that we can get Yi[k] by applying
the DFT to the received digital baseband signal after removing
the CP, and Yi[k] is a linear combination of Ψp,q,i[k] at
each frequency as with (17). Additionally, we can estimate
E
[
|Hp,q[k]Ψp,q,i[k]|2

]
by (22), and the next section shows

how to estimate E
[
|Hp,q[k]Ψp,q,i[k]|2

]
.
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ψp,q(t) =

NSC/2∑
k1 = −NSC/2

k1 6= 0

NSC/2∑
k2 = −NSC/2

k2 6= 0

· · ·
NSC/2∑

kp+q = −NSC/2
kp+q 6= 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

p+q

 p∏
j=1

Xi[kj ]

 p+q∏
j=p+1

X∗i [kj ]

 exp

j2π


p∑
j=1

kj −
p+q∑
j=p+1

kj

∆ft



(19)

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we describe the proposed scheme based
on a frequency-domain Hammerstein self-interference can-
celler [28]. The proposed scheme consists of three stages:
premeasurement of power ratio, training of the canceller,
and cancellation. On the premeasurement stage, we estimate
the gain of the (p, q)-th nonlinear component to the linear
component (GNL) as follows:

GN/L
p,q =

∣∣∣∣ap+qcp,qa1

∣∣∣∣ , (24)

At the beginning of the training stage, the power of
Hp,q[k]Ψp,q,i[k] is estimated based on GN/L

p,q [k], and we de-
termine whether the (p, q)-th basis function is necessary or
not. The computational cost can be reduced by the proposed
basis function selection scheme because the number of the
basis functions used for training is reduced.

A. Premeasurement

Since the parameters ap+q and cp,q depend on the RF
circuits of the transceiver only, they can be assumed to be
very static. Thus, we can measure the GNL by a massive
computational resource at the time of design or when the
terminal is inactive. In addition, we can use a coaxial cable
and an attenuator instead of antennas and the RF cancellatin
circuit because the GNL does not depend on the frequency
response of the self-interference channel and the RF cancella-
tion circuits. Therefore, in this paper, we use a coaxial cable
and an attenuator for loopback measurements. When the test
OFDM signal xLB is used to measure the GNL, the received
loopback signal can be expressed as

Y LB
i [k] =

∞∑
p,q

HLB
p,q[k]ΨLB

p,q,i[k] +Ni[k], (25)

HLB
p,q[k] = ap+qcp,qH

LB[k] + a∗p+qb
RXc∗q,p

(
HLB[−k]

)*
(26)

where ΨLB
p,q,i[k] is the frequency-domain representation of the

(p, q)-th distorted input signal, and HLB
p,q[k] denotes the loop-

back frequency response of the transceiver, and HLB[k] is the
frequency response of the coaxial cable and the attenuator, and
Ni[k] is the noise signal of the k-th subcarrier. To measure the
GNL, we estimate the loopback frequency-response HLB

p,q[k] of
the transceiver. At each subcarrier, we solve the least squares
problem as follows:

ĤLB
p,q[k] = arg min

HLB
p,q [k]

∣∣∣∣∣Y LB
i [k]−

P∑
p,q

HLB
p,q[k]ΨLB

p,q,i[k]

∣∣∣∣∣
2

for k ∈ {−NSC/2, · · · ,−1, 1, · · · , NSC/2} ,
(27)

where P is the maximum order to estimate distortions. It can
be solved by linear least squares algorithm as follows:

ĤLB[k] =
[
ĤLB
p,q[k] | (p, q)← IP

]T
=
{(

ΨLB[k]
)H

ΨLB[k]
}−1 (

ΨLB[k]
)H

YLB[k],

(28)

YLB[k] =
[
Y LB

0 [k], Y LB
1 [k], · · · , Y LB

NLB−1[k]
]T
, (29)

ΨLB[k] =
[
ΨLB

0 [k],ΨLB
1 [k], · · · ,ΨLB

NLB−1[k]
]T
, (30)

ΨLB
i [k] =

[
ΨLB
p,q,i[k] | (p, q)← IP

]T
, (31)

Ip = [(p, 0), (p− 1, 1), · · · , (0, p)] , (32)

IP = [I1, I2, · · · , IP ] (33)

where [(·)p,q | (p, q)← Λ] =
[
(·)Λ[0], (·)Λ[1], · · ·

]
, and NLB is

the number of OFDM symbols for the premeasurement.
In (18), it is notable that H0,1[k] is a linear combination of

H[k] and H∗[−k]. In addition, we can estimate the channel
response H[k] by H1,0[k] ≈ a1c1,0H[k] because |c1,0| �
|bRXc0,1| when |bTX| � 1 and |bRX| � 1. Thus, we can rewrite
HLB

0,1[k] as follows:

HLB
0,1[k] ≈ bTXHLB

1,0[k] + bRX (HLB
1,0[−k]

)∗
. (34)

bTX and bRX can be estimated by following least squares
algorithm:


ĤLB

0,1[1]

ĤLB
0,1[2]

...
ĤLB

0,1[NSC/2]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H0,1

≈


ĤLB

1,0[1]
(
ĤLB

1,0 [−1]
)∗

ĤLB
1,0[2]

(
ĤLB

1,0 [−2]
)∗

...
...

ĤLB
1,0[NSC/2]

(
ĤLB

1,0 [−NSC/2]
)∗


︸ ︷︷ ︸

H

[
bTX

bRX

]
,

(35)[
b̂TX

b̂RX

]
=
(
HHH

)−1HHH0,1. (36)

The receiver IQ imbalance interferes with estimation of the
GNL because the GNL is a parameter of the transmitter. Thus,
it is necessary to relax the receiver IQ imbalance, and is
achieved by the following operation:

Ĥ IQF
p,q [k] =

ĤLB
p,q[k]− b̂RX

(
ĤLB
q,p[−k]

)∗
1−

∣∣∣b̂RX
∣∣∣2 . (37)
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When ĤLB
p,q[k] and b̂RX are sufficiently close to the true values,

(37) can be approximated as follows:

Ĥ IQF
p,q [k] ≈ HLB

p,q[k]− bRX
(
HLB
q,p[−k]

)∗
1− |bRX|2

=
ap+qcp,qH

LB[k]− ap+q
∣∣bRX

∣∣2 cp,qHLB[k]

1− |bRX|2

= ap+qcp,qH
LB[k].

(38)

Thus, we can estimate the GNL as follows:

ĜN/L
p,q =

√√√√√√√ 1

NSC

NSC/2∑
k = −NSC/2

k 6= 0

∣∣∣Ĥ IQF
p,q [k]

∣∣∣2∣∣∣Ĥ IQF
1,0 [k]

∣∣∣2 . (39)

When ĤLB
p,q[k] and b̂RX sufficiently are close to the true values,

the estimated GNL can be approximated to the true value of
the GNL as follows:

ĜN/L
p,q ≈

√√√√√√ 1

NSC

NSC/2∑
k = −NSC/2

k 6= 0

|ap+qcp,qHLB[k]|2

|a1HLB[k]|2

=

√√√√√√ 1

NSC

NSC/2∑
k = −NSC/2

k 6= 0

(
GN/L
p,q

)2
= GN/L

p,q .

(40)

B. Training

On the training stage, the swapped OFDM modulation,
which is introduced in [28], is needed to estimate Hp,q[k]
out of the band when the symbol timing of the desired
signal and the self-interference signal are not synchronized.
When the symbol synchronization is achieved, we can use
pure OFDM symbols instead of swapped OFDM symbols.
In the rest of this paper, we assume unsynchronized sit-
uations. The difference between synchronized and unsyn-
chronized situations is whether the swapped OFDM mod-
ulation is used instead of pure OFDM modulation and
the subcarriers used for the channel estimation. In partic-
ular, in synchronized situations, we use pure OFDM sym-
bols and estimate the self-interference channel at k ∈
{−NSC/2, · · · ,−1, 1, · · · , NSC/2}, and in unsynchronized sit-
uations, we use the swapped OFDM symbols and estimate
the channel at k ∈ {−NFFT/2, · · · ,−1, 1, · · · , NFFT/2} where
NFFT is the FFT size of the OFDM modulation. By the
swapped OFDM modulation, subcarriers Xi[k] is modulated
to a digital baseband signal xSWP

i [n] as follows:

xi[n] =

NSC/2∑
k = −NSC/2

k 6= 0

Xi[k]ej2πkn/NFFT (n ∈ [0, NFFT)),

(41)

xSWP
2i = [x2i+1[0], · · · , x2i+1[NFFT/2− 1],

x2i[NFFT/2], · · · , x2i[NFFT − 1]],
(42)

xSWP
2i+1 = [x2i[0], · · · , x2i[NFFT/2− 1],

x2i+1[NFFT/2], · · · , x2i+1[NFFT − 1]].
(43)

Then the received subcarrier signal Y SWP
i [k] can be expressed

as

Y SWP
i [k] =

∞∑
p,q

Hp,q[k]ΨSWP
p,q,i[k] +Ni[k], (44)

ΨSWP
p,q,i[k] =

NFFT−1∑
n=0

(
xSWP
i [n]

)p (
xSWP
i [n]

)q
e
−j2π kn

NFFT , (45)

where ΨSWP
p,q,i[k] is the distorted swapped OFDM modulated

signal, and Ni[k] denotes a noise signal. Before training the
canceller parameters, we determine which basis function to
use for cancellation at each discrete frequency as follows:

Up,q[k] =
(
γE
[∣∣Hp,q[k]ΨSWP

p,q,i[k]
∣∣2] > E

[
|Ni[k]|2

])
, (46)

where Up,q[k] denotes whether to use the (p, q)-th basis
function at the k-th subcarrier, E

[
|(·)i|2

]
denotes the expected

power of (·) for i, and γ is called the noise margin. In (46),
we can control the trade-off between computational cost and
accuracy of the self-interference cancellation by the noise
margin γ. E

[∣∣Hp,q[k]ΨSWP
p,q,i[k]

∣∣2] cannot estimate directly
because we do not know the channel information Hp,q[k]. So
E
[∣∣Hp,q[k]ΨSWP

p,q,i[k]
∣∣2] is approximated as follows:

E
[∣∣Hp,q[k]ΨSWP

p,q,i[k]
∣∣2] ≤P (1)

p,q [k] + P (2)
p,q [k]

+ 2

√
P

(1)
p,q [k]P

(2)
p,q [k],

(47)

P (1)
p,q [k] = E

[∣∣ap+qcp,qH[k]ΨSWP
p,q,i[k]

∣∣2]
=
(
GN/L
p,q

)2
Rp,q[k]E

[∣∣a1H[k]ΨSWP
1,0,i[k]

∣∣2] , (48)

P (2)
p,q [k] = E

[∣∣a∗p+qbRXc∗q,pH
∗[−k]ΨSWP

p,q,i[k]
∣∣2]

= E
[∣∣∣a∗p+qbRXc∗q,pH

∗[−k]
(
ΨSWP
q,p,i[−k]

)∗∣∣∣2]
=
∣∣bRX

∣∣2 P (1)
q,p [−k],

(49)

Rp,q[k] =
E
[∣∣ΨSWP

p,q,i[k]
∣∣2]

E
[∣∣ΨSWP

1,0,i[k]
∣∣2] . (50)

In the derivation of (47), we have used the following triangle
inequality:

|x+ y|2 ≤ |x|2 + |y|2 + 2 |x| |y| . (51)

Furthermore, we make (48) easier by the relation of (53) as
follows:

P (1)
p,q [k] ≤ GN/L

p,qRp,q[k]PL[k]. (52)

Detailed derivation of (53) and (54) is described in Appendix
A. Actually, we use (55) instead of E

[∣∣Y SWP
i [k]

∣∣2] for the
basis functions selection because we do not know the true
expected spectral density of the received self-interference
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E
[∣∣a1H[k]ΨSWP

1,0,i[k]
∣∣2] ≤ E

[∣∣Y SWP
VGA,i[k]

∣∣2] = E

∣∣∣∣∣Y SWP
i [k]− bRX(Y SWP

i [−k])∗

1− |bRX|2

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 ≤ PL[k] (53)

PL[k] =
∣∣∣1− ∣∣bRX

∣∣2∣∣∣−2
(
E
[∣∣Y SWP

i [k]
∣∣2]+

∣∣bRX
∣∣2 E [∣∣Y SWP

i [−k]
∣∣2]+ 2

∣∣bRX
∣∣√E

[∣∣Y SWP
i [k]

∣∣2]E [∣∣Y SWP
i [−k]

∣∣2]) (54)

signal. Using NEP symbols for estimation received signal
power spectral density, we estimate E

[∣∣Y SWP
i [k]

∣∣2] by

E
[∣∣Y SWP

i [k]
∣∣2] ≈ P̃Y [k] =

1

NEP

NEP−1∑
i=0

∣∣Y SWP
i [k]

∣∣2 . (55)

In the proposed scheme, we do not estimate and use |bRX|
to estimate (49) while we can easily estimate |bRX| just like
GN/L
p,q . The reason for this decision is that (47) and (54) are

very sensitive to |bRX| on frequency-selective self-interference
channels after analog cancellation. In other word, the behav-
ior of (47) and (54) greatly changes depending on whether
or not P

(1)
p,q [k] ≈ |bRX|2P (1)

q,p [−k] and E
[∣∣Y SWP

i [k]
∣∣2] ≈

|bRX|2E
[∣∣Y SWP

i [−k]
∣∣2] are satisfied respectively, and it may

lead to deterioration of cancellation performance. To solve
this problem, we introduce β as a tuning parameter instead
of |bRX|. By setting β to be greater than |bRX|, we can avoid
deterioration while computational cost increases.

To summarize the above, we can determine which basis
functions to use for self-interference channel estimation by
(56)–(58),

J [k] =
[
(p, q) | γP̃p,q[k] > P̃N , (p, q)← IP

]
(56)

P̃p,q[k] =
(
GN/L
p,q

)2
Rp,q[k]P̃L[k] + β2

(
GN/L
q,p

)2
Rq,p[−k]P̃L[−k]

+ βGN/L
p,qG

N/L
q,p

√
Rp,q[k]Rq,p[−k]P̃L[k]P̃L[−k],

(57)

P̃L[k] =
P̃Y [k] + β2P̃Y [−k] + 2β

√
P̃Y [k]P̃Y [−k]

|1− β2|2
. (58)

where J [k] indicates the set of selected basis functions for
each subcarrier, and P̃N is the estimated expected power of
the additive white Gaussian noise Ni[k].

Then, we estimate the self-interference channel Hp,q[k]
independently at each subcarrier to reconstruct the self in-
terference. Since it can be expected that the power of the
basis function not included in J [k] is smaller than the noise,
the received training signal can be represented by a linear
combination of the basis function constituting J [k] as

Y SWP
i [k] =

∑
(p,q)∈J [k]

Hp,q[k]ΨSWP
p,q,i[k] +N ′[k], (59)

where N ′[k] is the sum of the received noise and the nonlinear
components determined to be unnecessary for self-interference
channel estimation.

Thus, the transmit symbol vector and the channel vector can
be defined as (60) and (61), respectively.

ΨSWP
i [k] =

[
ΨSWP
p,q,i[k] | (p, q)← J [k]

]T
, (60)

H[k] =
[
Hp,q[k] | (p, q)← J [k]

]T
. (61)

The channel response H[k] can be estimated by well-known
estimation algorithms such as least squares (LS) algorithms,
recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms, and normalized least
mean squares (NLMS) algorithms.

1) Least squares algorithm: To apply the LS algorithm to
estimate H[k], we introduce the received symbol vector and
the transmit symbol matrix as (62) and (63), respectively.

YSWP[k] =
[
Y SWP

0 [k] Y SWP
1 [k] · · · Y SWP

NTr−1[k]
]T

= ΨSWP[k]H[k] + N[k]
(62)

ΨSWP[k] =
[
ΨSWP

0 [k] ΨSWP
1 [k] · · · ΨSWP

NTr−1[k]
]T

(63)

N[k] =
[
N ′0[k] N ′1[k] · · · N ′NTr−1[k]

]T
(64)

Now, we get the least squares estimated channel Ĥp,q[k] of
(62) as

Ĥ[k] =
[
Ĥp,q[k] | (p, q)← J [k]

]T
=
{(

ΨSWP[k]
)H

ΨSWP[k]
}−1 (

ΨSWP[k]
)H

YSWP[k].

(65)

2) Recursive least squares algorithm: Since the least
squares method requires matrix inversion or singular value
decomposition (SVD), it may be too complicated to actually
implement. On the other hand, the RLS algorithm can recur-
sively estimate the self-interference channel which minimizes
least square errors without matrix inversion and SVD. On the
proposed scheme, the RLS algorithm is expressed as

Ĥi[k] = Ĥi−1[k] + Ei[k]Gi[k], (66)

Ei[k] = Yi[k]−
(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)T
Ĥi−1[k], (67)

Gi[k] =
Pi−1[k]

(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)∗
λ+

(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)T
Pi−1[k]

(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)∗ , (68)

Pi[k] = λ−1
{

Pi−1[k]−Gi[k]
(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)T
Pi−1[k]

}
,

(69)

where Ĥi[k] is the k-th estimated frequency response on the i-
th iteration, and λ is called forgetting factor. At the beginning
of RLS algorithm, Ĥi[k] and Pi[k] are initialized to 0 and
δ−1I where δ is very small positive value. The total number
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of multiplications of complex value for computing (66)–(69)
on each discrete frequency is 4|J [k]|2 +4|J [k]|, where |J [k]|
is the number of elements constituting J [k].

3) Normalized least mean squares algorithm: The NLMS
algorithm, which has a much lower computational cost, is
often used when the computational cost of the RLS algorithm
produces problems such as processing speed. In the proposed
scheme, the NLMS algorithm is expressed as

Ĥi[k] = Ĥi−1[k] +
µ

Qi[k]
Ei[k]

(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)∗
, (70)

Qi[k] =
(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)H (
ΨSWP
i [k]

)
, (71)

Ei[k] = Yi[k]−
(
ΨSWP
i [k]

)T
Ĥi−1[k], (72)

where µ is positive constant values. The total number of
multiplications of complex values for computing (70)–(72) is
2|J [k]|, and it is at least N times faster than the time-domain
NLMS algorithm, where N is the number of taps of a time-
domain FIR filter.

4) Computational cost of the training stage: At the be-
ginning of the training stage, the set of the basis functions
J [k] is determined on each discrete frequency by (55)–
(58). In (55)–(58), the most complicated computation is the
square root, which must be computed twice at each discrete
frequency. Since it is only necessary once at the beginning
of the training stage, the computational cost of (55)–(58) is
sufficiently smaller than channel estimation which processes
for each symbol.

In the channel estimation process of the proposed scheme,
received OFDM symbols are decomposed to discrete-
frequency components by FFT to get (59), and it requires
1
2NFFT log2NFFT times multiplications of two complex num-
bers per symbol. In this paper, we assume (x[n])p(x∗[n])q

can be computed a priori and implemented by a lookup
table. Then, the transmitted symbols are distorted by
(x[n])p(x∗[n])q and also decomposed to discrete-frequency
components by FFT. The total computational cost of trans-
forming symbols to the frequency domain is 1

4 (
∣∣IP ∣∣ +

2)NFFT log2NFFT per symbol because FFT {(x[n])q(x∗[n])p}
can be computed by frequency-inversion and conjugation
of FFT {(x[n])p(x∗[n])q}. Next, the self-interference channel
Hp,q[k] is estimated by estimation algorithms based on J [k].
The NLMS algorithm and the RLS algorithm require 2 |J [k]|
and 4 |J [k]|2 + 4 |J [k]| complex multiplications per discrete
frequency per symbol, respectively. Thus, the whole compu-
tational cost of the channel estimation process is

1

4

(∣∣IP ∣∣+ 2
)
NFFT log2NFFT +

NFFT/2∑
k=−NFFT/2

A[k]

NFFT +NCP
per sample,

where A[k] is 2 |J [k]| (for NLMS case) or 4 |J [k]|2+4 |J [k]|
(for RLS case).

C. Self-interference reconstruction

After the training period, we reconstruct the received self
interference from the transmit signal and channel information.

We apply cancellation on the time domain because perfor-
mance of the frequency-domain cancellation is degraded by the
symbol timing offset. To reduce the computational cost of the
time-domain reconstruction, the overlap-save algorithm [30] is
used to reconstruct the received self interference, like [28]. By
the overlap-save algorithm, the received self interference can
be reconstructed as

yRG[mNOLS + l] = IFFT {Y ′m} [NCP + l], (73)

where
Y ′m[k] =

∑
(p,q)∈J [k]

Ĥp,q[k]Ψ′p,q,m[k], (74)

Ψ′p,q,m[k] = FFT{ψp,q[mNOLS −NCP], · · · ,

ψp,q[(m+ 1)NOLS − 1]}[k],
(75)

ψp,q[n] = (x[n])p(x∗[n])q, (76)

and NOLS = NFFT − NCP, l ∈ [0, NOLS), and x[n] is the
transmit baseband signal. In addition, FFT {·} and IFFT {·}
are fast fourier transform operations with an NFFT-size signal.
Then, we can get the digital self-interference canceled signal
yDC[n] by subtracting the reconstructed signal yRG[n] from
received signal y[n].

yDC[n] = y[n]− yRG[n] (77)

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, we provide numerical simulation results to
verify the proposed scheme. To show the effectiveness of
the proposed scheme, we compare the performance of the
proposed scheme with a conventional scheme.

A. Simulation environment

To verify the proposed scheme, equivalent baseband sim-
ulations of the full-duplex transceiver shown in Fig. 1 is
performed. The baseband signal simulator is implemented
with the D programming language, where each non-ideality
is modeled with realistic behaviors. In this simulation, we
set parameters to the values in TABLE I, which are based
on [14]. Since the dynamic range of the receiver ADC is
about 79 dB under these simulation parameters [33], the largest
barrier to self-interference cancellation is nonlinear distortions
of IQ mixers and the PA. The PA nonlinearities are realized
by the Rapp model [34], [35], which is often used to simulate
class AB solid state power amplifiers. The output baseband
signal of the Rapp modeled PA is described as

y = GPAΓ(|x|) x|x| , (78)

Γ(|x|) = |x|
(

1 +

( |x|
Vsat

)2SPA
)− 1

2SPA

, (79)

where x and y are the input and output signals of the
PA, respectively. The Rapp model is characterized by the
smoothness factor SPA, the saturation voltage Vsat, and the gain
GPA. In this paper, we use SPA = 1 because we assume there
are no linearization techniques of the PA on the transceiver,
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TABLE I
SIMULATION SPECIFICATIONS

Parameter Value
Oversampling rate 4

Modulation OFDM
Constellation 16QAM

Size of FFT NFFT 256
# of subcarriers 52

Cyclic prefix NCP 64 samples
Sampling rate 80M samples/sec
Transmit data Uniform-random data

SI channel after RF-SIC Rayleigh fading
SI channel length 64 taps
Transmit power 23 dBm

IRR 25 dB
PA IIP3 21.8 dBm based on [31]
PA Gain 28.5 dB based on [31]

PA smoothness factor, SPA 1
LNA IIP3 −3 dBm based on [32]

LNA smoothness factor, SLNA 1, 3
Noise figure of receiver 4 dB

# of ADC bits 14 bits
Highest order of basis function P 3

# of symbols for (55), NEP 2
λ of the RLS 1

δ of the RLS 3× 10−3 for time-domain
3× 10−7 for freq.-domain

µ of the NLMS 0.2 for time-domain
0.8 for freq.-domain

# of taps for time-domain scheme 64
Trials 101

and the other parameters are set according to the IIP3 and the
gain in TABLE I. In addition, we simulate the nonlinearities
of the LNA by the Rapp model with smoothness factor
SLNA ∈ {1, 3} and IIP = −3dBm. The case of S = 1 assume
stronger nonlinearities than the case of SLNA = 3.

The simulation model of IQ mixers has IQ imbalance
achieved by adding an image signal, and its coefficients are
predetermined based on the value of IRR. The parameters of
both the RLS algorithm and the NLMS algorithm are set to
the optimal coefficient which can achieve the best steady-state
cancellation performance in each canceller. This condition en-
sures that the simulation results show the true performance of
each canceller. Following the standard convention in literature,
the self-interference cancellation ratio (SICR) is defined as

SICR =
E
[
|y[n]|2

]
E
[
|yDC[n]|2

] . (80)

Additionally, we define the self interference to noise power
ratio (INR) as

INR =
E
[
|y[n]− z[n]|2

]
E
[
|z[n]|2

] , (81)

where z[n] is the received total noise on the digital base-
band. Each simulation result shows the median value of 100
trials. In addition, we calculate the complex multiplication
operations per sample (CMOPS), which indicates the number
of complex multiplications to process one sample, as the
computational cost. For example, the CMOPS of the time-
domain Hammerstein canceller optimized by the RLS algo-
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Fig. 2. The median SICR of the proposed scheme at −10 dB ≤ γ ≤ 10 dB
with INR = 50 dB. The RLS algorithm is used as the training algorithm. The
smoothness factor of the LNA is SLNA = 3.
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Fig. 3. The percentage of trails where the SICR of the proposed scheme is
lower than 47 dB in all trials at −10 dB ≤ γ ≤ 10 dB with INR = 50 dB.
The RLS algorithm is used as the training algorithm. The smoothness factor
of the LNA is SLNA = 3.

rithm with 64-taps FIR filters and six basis functions such as{
x, x∗, (x)3, x|x|2, x∗|x|2, (x∗)3

}
is

CMOPSPH-RLS = 4× (6× 64)2 + 4× (6× 64)

≈ 5.91× 105
(82)

because they update 6× 64 coefficients by the RLS algorithm
on each sample. In the same way, the CMOPS of the time-
domain Hammerstein canceller optimized by the NLMS algo-
rithm is

CMOPSPH-NLMS = 2× (6× 64) = 768. (83)

B. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the median cancellation performance of all
trials with different β and γ under IRR of 25 dB and INR of
50 dB. In addition, Fig. 3 shows the ratio of all trials to the
trial where the proposed scheme achieves a SICR of less than
47 dB on the same situation as Fig. 2. In this scenario, we
use the RLS algorithm as a estimation algorithm, and Fig. 4
shows the CMOPS of the proposed scheme at the training
stage. In addition, the number of the training symbols NSWP
is 60 to train the canceller completely. Looking at (56)–(58), it
is easy to see that increasing the noise margin γ increases the
number of elements of J [k]. It involves higher cancellation
performance and higher computational cost, which can be
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Fig. 4. The computational cost of the proposed scheme at −10 dB ≤ γ ≤
10 dB with INR = 50 dB. The RLS algorithm is used as the training
algorithm. The smoothness factor of the LNA is SLNA = 3.
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Fig. 5. The median SICR value of each canceller with the LS algorithm at
NTr = 60. The smoothness factor of the LNA is SLNA = 3. For the proposed
scheme, β = −20 dB and γ = 0 dB.
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Fig. 6. The median SICR value of each canceller with the LS algorithm at
NTr = 60. The smoothness factor of the LNA is SLNA = 1. For the proposed
scheme, β = −20 dB and γ = 2 dB.

confirmed from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Additionally, it is shown that
cancellation performance is increased if the image margin β is
increased. The reason is that the estimated power of the (p, q)-
th basis function is increased with image margin β, and then
the set of basis functions for training J [k] becomes larger
with increasing β as shown in (56)–(58). In the following
simulations, we use β = −20 dB and γ = 2 dB because the
proposed scheme with these parameters does not once achieve
a SICR of less than 47 dB in all trials as we can see in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 5, the median cancellation performance of all trials
on each canceller with the LS algorithm is shown at NTr = 60
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Fig. 7. The convergence of each canceller with the LS algorithm at INR
= 50 dB. SICR values are median values of all trials at each situation. The
smoothness factor of the LNA is SLNA = 3. For the proposed scheme, β =
−20 dB and γ = 2 dB.

and SLNA = 3. The time-domain linear canceller, which
is implemented based on [14] without the conjugated term
x∗, cannot reconstruct the nonlinear self-interference signal.
Hence the cancellation performance of the linear canceller is
saturated at about 22 dB. For a similar reason, the cancellation
performance of the widely linear canceller [14], which can
reconstruct both the linear term x and the conjugated term x∗

only, is saturated at about 45 dB. In contrast, the nonlinear
cancellers such as the augmented nonlinear canceller [15],
the frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller [28], and the
proposed scheme achieved an SICR of about 50 dB at INR of
50 dB. Hence, by the proposed basis function selection tech-
nique, the self-interference cancellation performance of the
frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller hardly decreases.

In Fig. 6, the median cancellation performance of all
trials on each canceller with the LS algorithm is shown at
NTr = 60 and SLNA = 1. In this situation, we simulate the
LNA as a highly nonlinear component like the PA of the
transmitter. Even when SLNA = 1, we can confirm that the
proposed method achieves the same cancellation performance
as a conventional time-domain canceller. Thus, cancellation
performance is not degraded by the proposed selection tech-
nique even if nonlinearity of the LNA appears strongly. When
INR > 53 dB, the cancellation performance of all cancellers
simulated in this paper degrades because they cannot remove
nonlinear signals generated by the LNA. The slope of the
degradation is −2 [SICR dB / INR dB] because we can write
the SICR with a strong nonlinear signal dLNA[n] generated by
the LNA as

SICR ≈
E
[
|y[n]|2

]
E
[
|z[n] + dLNA[n]|2

] = O
(

I

N + I3

)
= O

(
I−2

)
,

(84)

where I is the power of self-interference signal. There are few
papers which consider nonlinearities of the LNA such as [16],
[19]. We will attack the nonlinearity of the LNA as a future
work since it is challenging to describe a signal model that
includes the nonlinearity of the LNA.

In Fig. 7, the convergence performance of each canceller
with the LS algorithm is shown at INR = 50 dB. In Fig. 7,
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Fig. 8. The convergence of each canceller with RLS algorithm at INR =
50 dB. SICR values are median values of all trials at each situation. The
smoothness factor of the LNA is SLNA = 3. For the proposed scheme, β =
−20 dB and γ = 2 dB.
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Fig. 9. The convergence of each canceller with NLMS algorithm at INR
= 50 dB. SICR values are median values of all trials at each situation. The
smoothness factor of the LNA is SLNA = 3. For the proposed scheme, β =
−20 dB and γ = 2 dB.

we can find that the proposed technique improves the initial
convergence speed of the frequency-domain Hammerstein can-
celler, and it achieves better cancellation performance than the
conventional method when the number of training symbols NTr
is less than eight. By removing the basis functions unnecessary
for self-interference cancellation by the proposed technique,
the number of parameters of the canceller decreases, and
convergence performance is improved. In Fig. 8, the con-
vergence performance of each canceller with RLS algorithm
is shown at INR = 50 dB. In contrast with the case of the
LS algorithm, the frequency-domain cancellers predominantly
show better convergence performance than the time-domain
nonlinear canceller. In the time domain, the input signal of
the canceller is strongly colored, and convergence speed of
an adaptive algorithm decreases with a colored input signal.
However, the input signal of an adaptive algorithm of the
frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller is almost white, and
the convergence speed of them is faster than that seen in the
time-domain case. In Fig. 9, the convergence performance
of each canceller with the NLMS algorithm is shown at
INR = 50 dB. As with the RLS algorithm, the frequency-
domain cancellers show better convergence performance than
the time-domain nonlinear canceller.

Fig. 10 shows the computational cost of the training stage
at different INR, and Fig. 11 shows the selected percentage
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Fig. 10. The computational cost at a training stage with β = −20 dB and
γ = 2 dB.
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Fig. 11. The selected percentage in all subcarriers for each basis function.
In this figure, β = −20 dB, γ = 2 dB, and SLNA = 3.

TABLE II
CMOPS OF TIME-DOMAIN CANCELLERS

Canceller CMOPS
Linear with NLMS 128
Linear with RLS 1.66× 104

Widely Linear with NLMS 256
Widely Linear with RLS 6.60× 104

Parallel Hammerstein with NLMS 768
Parallel Hammerstein with RLS 5.90× 105

in all subcarriers for each basis function on the proposed
selection technique. When the proposed selection technique
is disabled, the CMOPS of the RLS case is about 147 at all
INR. On the other hand, using the basis function selection, the
necessary basis functions are selected according to the INR,
which can be found in Fig. 11, and, as a result, computational
cost is reduced. Since the computational complexity of the
RLS algorithm increases with the square of the number of
basis functions, it is susceptible to the effect of the selection
technique, but the effect for the NLMS is small because the
computational complexity of the NLMS algorithm increases
linearly. When INR is 20 dB, the computational cost of the
RLS case is less than 1/5 as compared with a case without the
selection, and even when INR is 50 dB, it is less than half.
When INR is greater than 50 dB, the difference of the CMOPS
between SLNA = 1 and SLNA = 3 is gradually increased.
The proposed technique assumes that the LNA is a linear
component, and basis functions cannot be selected correctly
when the nonlinearity of the LNA is greater than the noise.
In TABLE II, CMOPS values of time-domain cancellers are
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Fig. 12. The percentage of trails where the SICR of the proposed scheme
is lower than 47 dB in all trials when nonlinear parameters are varied on
log-normal distribution. In this simulation, the LS algorithm is used as the
training algorithm. INR, β, γ, and SLNA are 50 dB, −20 dB, 2 dB, and 3
respectively.

shown. Compared with the time-domain Hammerstein can-
celler optimized by the RLS algorithm, the proposed canceller
achieves about 1.2 × 104 times lower computational cost on
the training stage at INR = 50 dB. When the NLMS algo-
rithm is used, the proposed canceller achieves about 45 times
lower computational cost than the time-domain Hammerstein
canceller at INR = 50 dB.

At the end of the simulation evaluation, we check how
the self-interference cancellation performance of the proposed
scheme is affected by fluctuations of the transmitter charac-
teristics. Fig. 12 shows the percentage of trails in which the
cancellation performance of the proposed scheme is lower than
47 dB in all trials at INR = 50 dB when log-normally dis-
tributed fluctuations are given to transmit power, IRR, IIP3 of
the PA, and the gain of the PA independently. In other words,
at the premeasurement stage we assign the values shown in
TABLE I to each parameter, and at the training stage we
assign log-normally distributed independent random variables
to each parameter, respectively. It is found that the proposed
scheme with γ = 2 dB is robust against fluctuations of 0.8 dB
in variance. Generally, these parameters are dependent on
temperature and supply voltage and vary by only about 1 dB
at the maximum. Therefore, it can be seen that the proposed
scheme is sufficiently effective against temporal characteristic
fluctuations of equipment.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a basis function selec-
tion technique of the frequency-domain Hammerstein self-
interference canceller for in-band full-duplex communication
systems. The estimation technique of the power spectral den-
sity of the received self interference is developed from the
detailed nonlinear characteristics of a full-duplex terminal.
The proposed selection technique reduces unnecessary basis
functions for cancellation before the training stage according
to the estimated self-interference power at each discrete fre-
quency. Simulation results show that the proposed technique
improves computational cost and convergence performance of
the original frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller. It is
shown that computational cost can be reduced to about one-

fifth in the low self-interference situation by reducing the basis
functions according to the estimated self-interference signal
power. In addition, by the proposed basis function selection
technique, self-interference cancellation performance of the
frequency-domain Hammerstein canceller hardly decreases
and achieves similar cancellation performance compared with
the original.

APPENDIX

A. Derivation of (53) and (54)

We can assume that ΨSWP
p1,q1,i

[k] and ΨSWP
p2,q2,i

[k] are indepen-
dent when (p1, q1) 6= (p2, q2), because they are sums of a
large number of combinations of subcarriers as (19). When
ΨSWP
p1,q1,i

[k] and ΨSWP
p2,q2,i

[k] are independent, E
[∣∣Y SWP

VGA [k]
∣∣2]

can be written as follows:

E
[∣∣Y SWP

VGA [k]
∣∣2] =

∞∑
p,q

E
[∣∣ap+qcp,qH[k]ΨSWP

p,q [k]
∣∣2]

= E
[∣∣a1H[k]ΨSWP

1,0 [k]
∣∣2]

+

∞∑
(p,q) 6=(1,0)

E
[∣∣ap+qcp,qH[k]ΨSWP

p,q [k]
∣∣2]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

,

(85)

Thus, the following inequation is derived as:

E
[∣∣a1H[k]ΨSWP

1,0 [k]
∣∣2] ≤ E

[∣∣Y SWP
VGA [k]

∣∣2] . (86)

Transforming (4) with respect to Y SWP
VGA [k], (87) is derived.

Y SWP
VGA [k] =

Y SWP
i [k]− bRX

(
Y SWP
i [−k]

)∗
1− |bRX|2

. (87)

Finally, we derive (53) and (54) from (86) by the triangle
inequality.
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